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Abstract

Hybrid networks are formed by a combination of access points and mobile nodes such that the mobile nodes can communicate both through the access points and using ad-hoc networking among themselves. This work deals with providing efficient routing between mobile devices in hybrid networks. Specifically, we assume the existence of a spanning tree from each access point to all mobile devices within the transitive transmission range of the access point. We utilize this spanning tree to design a family of efficient point-to-point routing protocols for communication between the mobile devices themselves. The protocols utilize the tree structure and have the following appealing properties:

1. The amount of effort to find a path between two nodes depends on its popularity.

2. The length of the routing path between any two nodes $p$ and $q$ monotonically improves with its utilization. It is always between the length of the path that includes the common ancestor of both $p$ and $q$ in the tree and the shortest path from $p$ to $q$ in the real network. If the path is used often enough, it will eventually converge to the shortest path (or very close to it).

3. The protocol avoids flooding the entire network.

In addition to introducing these intermediate protocols, our work also includes a detailed simulation study of several representative communication patterns, which compares our approaches to DSR.
Notation and Abbreviations

\(N\) The number of nodes in the ad-hoc network.
\(\mathcal{P}, R\) A path/route in the ad-hoc network.
\(|R|\) The route length, the number of hops in the route.
\(R_T\) A route that traverses only the ad-hoc spanning tree overlay.
\(R_{sd}\) A route from a source node \(s\) to a destination node \(d\).
\(R_{T_{sd}}\) A route from a source node \(s\) to a destination node \(d\) that traverses only the ad-hoc spanning tree overlay.
\(h(x)\) The level of \(x\) in the spanning tree overlay.
\(\text{root}_{sd}\) The common ancestor of \(s\) and \(d\) in the spanning tree.
\(TTL\) Time To Live of a flood search message.
\(DSR\) The Dynamic Source Routing protocol.
\(ST\) A spanning tree based routing protocol.
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Combining ad-hoc networking mechanisms with access points offers an interesting prospective for mobile computing. From the point of view of mobile networks operators, such hybrid networks can be used to increase the coverage area offered by the network at no additional cost to the operator. Also, communication between nodes that are within the vicinity of each other can be carried through the ad-hoc networking mechanism, thereby reducing the traffic on the operator’s access point. This can be used, e.g., for collaborative applications and caching [16]. Moreover, results from studies of networks capacity suggest that, capacity wise, ad-hoc networks are not very scalable [6, 14, 17, 19, 20], at least when there are no restrictions on the mobility model and on communication patterns. On the other hand, by combining a sufficient number of access points with ad-hoc networking, the capacity of the network can remain constant for any network size [2, 22, 41].

When considering the ad-hoc network part, we speculate that a large fraction of the communication will be from mobile devices to access points and vice versa. This suggests that it is beneficial to maintain paths between each mobile device and the access point(s) in its vicinity in a proactive manner. Yet, maintaining an independent path from each mobile device to its nearby access points is not scalable either. This is because of the heavy load associated with discovering routing paths in ad-hoc networks and the cost of periodic maintenance of paths.

Thus, instead, it makes sense to construct and maintain a spanning tree from every access point to all mobile devices in its vicinity [34]. Such spanning trees define an extended coverage area for each access point. Yet, given the collaborative nature of the applications we mentioned above, there is a fair chance that some nodes within the same extended coverage area may wish to communicate with each other. An interesting question is how to utilize the assumed spanning trees in order to facilitate efficient point-to-point communication between mobile nodes within the same extended coverage area. This question is the focus of this thesis.
1.2 Contribution of This Work

In this work, we investigate how to improve the routing costs of messages whenever a standard routing protocol like DSR [26]. Specifically, we start by exploring the communication costs of DSR compared to a simple protocol, which we call ST, that always routes messages along the edges of the spanning tree. As we show from our empirical study, when a path is only utilized a small number of times, ST involves a much smaller communication overhead than DSR. However, as the frequency of using the path increases, DSR becomes better. This can be explained by the fact that DSR pays a high price for finding the shortest path between a source $s$ and a destination $d$, regardless of the frequency in which the path will be used. However, once this path is found, all messages between $s$ and $d$ are routed on this path, whose cost is minimal. On the other hand, ST spends very little overhead on finding routing paths, and so its cost comes from forwarding messages in a sub-optimal path. Thus, DSR has an initial high cost and a small gradual cost, while ST has a zero initial cost and a high gradual cost (this is under the assumption that the spanning tree is maintained in any case due to the hybrid nature of the system, as discussed above).

These observations led us to look for protocols whose cost is similar to ST when a path is rarely used, yet if the communication between a pair of nodes becomes popular, then they will behave similarly to DSR. That is, our goal is to find and investigate spanning tree based protocols that employ gradual path learning, which have the following appealing properties:

1. The amount of effort to find a path between two nodes depends on its popularity.
2. The length of the routing path between any two nodes $p$ and $q$ monotonically improves with its utilization. It is always between the length of the path that includes the common ancestor of both $p$ and $q$ in the tree and the shortest path from $p$ to $q$ in the real network. If the path is used often enough, it will eventually converge to the shortest path (or very close to it).
3. The protocol avoids flooding the entire network.

The construction and maintenance of the mentioned spanning trees is not at the main scope of this work, but rather we rely on known techniques such as [11, 34]. In short, a node designated as the root of the tree starts the tree construction by broadcasting a "hello" message. Each receiver acknowledges that message signaling the sender that a child-parent relationship was established between the two nodes. The child node repeats the process. This way, orphan nodes are allocated with parents and further seek for children. The process converges when there are no orphan nodes and the tree spans the entire network.

Furthermore, we assume that every node $p$ in the tree can tell whether another node $q$ is in any of the sub-trees rooted by each of $p$'s children in the tree. This can be achieved either by maintaining full knowledge of the nodes in each sub-tree, or through time and space efficient summaries like Bloom filters [9]. In either case, this is obtained
by a simple mechanism in which, starting from the leaves, each node propagates the information about all of its children to its parent in the tree.

In addition to introducing these intermediate protocols, our work also includes an extensive evaluation by simulations. In these simulations, we compare our protocols to each other as well as to the well known DSR point-to-point routing protocol [26]. The results show that indeed, for each communication pattern investigated, some of our protocols behave better than DSR and ST. Finally, we also present an on-line competitive analysis in which we compare some of our protocols with an optimal algorithm that always knows ahead of time how often two nodes will communicate.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Related works are discussed in Section 2. The basic model assumptions are described in Section 3. Our family of protocols is introduced in Section 4. The simulation results appear in Section 5. Competitive analysis is found in Section 6 and we conclude with a discussion in Section 7.

\[1\text{We have also compared with AODV [35], but in the scenarios we measured, the behavior of AODV was very similar to DSR, as both employ flooding, so we only report on DSR.}\]
Chapter 2

Related Work

Routing techniques in MANET are often classified into proactive, e.g., Optimized Link-State Routing (OLSR) [12] and Topology-Based Reverse Path Forwarding (TBRPF), reactive, e.g., Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) [35], and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [26], and a mixture of both, e.g., ZRP [21], as well as geographic routing [28, 30, 33, 36].

OLSR [12] is a link state protocol. Every node in the MANET acquire global knowledge about the network’s topology by periodically exchanging its two hops neighborhood with its peers and propagating changes in topology. As the global topology is known a shortest path can be computed to any destination. OLSR optimizes the way link information is propagated through the network. A node selects a set of nodes called Multiplying Relays (MPRs) and relays topology information only to these nodes. This flooding strategy reduces the amount of duplicated messages a node receives. TBPRF is similar to OLSR only it exchanges changes in topology information in a gradual manner. The protocols described in this work are not link state protocols. The work also does not targets the reduction of duplicates during a network flood. Alternatively, it focusses on refraining from performing floods when there is no justification for doing so.

In DSR [26] a node learns a shortest route to a target node by flooding a route request message through the network. The route the message traversers is recorded on the message. The target routes a route response message on the reverse path. The flooding process converges due to local duplication detection and a bound on the number of hops a route request message my traverse, also known as its Time to Live (TTL). AODV [35] AODV [35] is a distance vector protocol. Similarly to DSR, routes are discovered on demand by flooding the network for the target. However, rather then storing routes a node stores only the next hop for a specified target. While AODV and DSR floods the entire network during route discovery this work proposes protocols that do not.

ZRP presents a hybrid approach for routing, applying a proactive protocol for a small neighborhood of each node and a reactive protocol for messages that should be routed outside this neighborhood. While the protocols presented in this work are also of a hybrid nature mixing proactive and reactive approaches, instead of relying on the target hop distance to chose which protocol to activate, we monitor each route popularity to reduce the per use cost of the route where justified.
Another interesting approach to reducing the cost of routing in ad-hoc networks is through the use of clustering. That is, the network is divided into clusters such that each cluster has a clusterhead \([5, 4, 7, 8, 15]\). For routing, each node forwards the message to its nearest clusterhead, who then uses a routing protocol to route the message to the clusterhead closest to the destination. This way, routing paths are only maintained between clusterheads. These paths are guaranteed by this scheme to be heavily used, and not change too often, which makes the cost of maintaining them worth it. Specific examples include \([25, 31, 38]\).

A somewhat similar approach is to use minimal connected dominating sets (MCDS), e.g., \([3, 13, 42, 43]\). A connected dominating set (CDS) is a connected set of nodes such that every node is either a member of the CDS, or a direct neighbor of a member. Thus, the nodes of the CDS form a backbone, or overlay, on which messages can be routed. Since it includes much fewer nodes and links than the entire network, finding routing paths along the CDS is more efficient than doing a flood search in the entire network.

An important difference, however, between both clustering based routing and MCDS based routing and our approach, is the particular way that we use the overlay (in our case, the spanning tree). In our work, the emphasis is on using the tree only if the frequency of a given path usage does not merit finding the optimal route for it. Also, when looking for the optimal path, most of our proposed schemes try to utilize the tree to make the task of finding the shortest path more efficient, as detailed in Section 4.

As for hybrid networks, most of works published so far have integrated Mobile IP (MIP) with some ad-hoc routing protocol in order to allow for Internet connectivity for nodes in the ad-hoc network. For example, \([32]\) combines a modified Routing Information Protocol (RIP) with MIP, while \([10]\) uses DSR inside the ad-hoc network. Alternatively, in the MIPMANET solution \([27]\), nodes in an ad hoc network that require Internet access register with a foreign agent and use their home address for all communication. Mobile nodes tunnel all packets destined for the Internet to their Mobile IP foreign agent. The AODV routing protocol is used to discover routes between mobile nodes and the foreign agent. A similar approach was also investigated in \([40]\). Our work is orthogonal to these works, as we are looking at improving the cost of routing between peers in the same ad-hoc segment of a hybrid network, by utilizing a spanning tree from the access point to the mobile devices.

The work reported in \([39]\) considered two routing protocols for hybrid networks. The first assumed a default gateway, while the other was a reactive protocol. It was shown that each performs better based on the communication pattern of the applications. Two additional route discovery protocols for hybrid networks were reported in \([23]\) and \([37]\). These protocols mainly focus on discovering a route between a given mobile node and the access point.

Additionally, the DST protocol described in \([24]\) maintains a spanning tree of the network for routing purposes. It can handle changes at a cost of \(O(\log n)\) and was shown by simulations to perform well. Yet, in their work messages are only routed along the tree edges, regardless of path popularity.

Protocol Independent Multicast-Sparse Mode (PIM-SM) targets routing to multicast groups that may span wide-area internets. The routing is based on a shared multicast
tree rooted at a designated Rendezvous Point with an option to switch to a source rooted shortest paths tree for sources with high data rate. While our work also dynamically switches the routing mechanism as a function of the communication rates, we target point to point routing in ad-hoc networks.
Chapter 3

Model

3.1 Communication Model

We consider a set of mobile devices having wireless communication capabilities, and in particular, equipped with an omnidirectional antenna. For the purpose of the formal model, we assume a disk transmission model \[19\]. That is, we assume a transmission range \( R \) such that a node \( q \) can receive messages transmitted by node \( p \) only if the distance between \( p \) and \( q \) is at most \( R \). Moreover, when this distance is less then \( R \), then \( q \) can receive any message sent by \( p \) (unless a third node within \( R \) distance from \( q \) transmits a message at the same time as \( p \)).

We evaluate our protocol by the number of transmissions in the network. We count a single (unreliable) broadcast as one message, while each point to point messages may involve an exchange of more then one message for a reliable transmission. Our protocols rely on this assumption to choose their actions and may need further tanning in case this assumption does not hold.

3.2 Spanning Trees

As mentioned in the Introduction, we assume that nodes are organized in spanning trees. For the purpose of this work, we only address communication among nodes that share the same spanning tree. The exact protocol for building the spanning tree is outside the scope of this work, but see \[11, 34\]. Additionally, we assume that with high probability the distance in the tree between any two nodes \( x \) and \( y \) that are within transmission range of each other is at most two and the difference between the tree depth of \( x \) and the depth of \( y \) is at most one level (in the tree). These assumptions are satisfied by any “hello” based spanning tree construction protocol, such as \[11\]. Furthermore, the tree protocol is adaptive to changes in the network. We do not impose any restrictions on the distributions of the nodes in the network, yet some of our protocols produce much better results when the distribution is uniform.

\[1\] Our simulations are performed using a simulator that simulates true WiFi behavior, including real power propagation models, distortions, etc.
Finally, as mentioned in the Introduction, we assume that each node $p$ in the spanning tree knows the identity of all its direct children $\{q_0, \ldots, q_d\}$ in the tree. For each child $q_i$ and every node identifier $d$, $p$ can invoke a method $\text{InSubtree}(d, q_i)$, which returns $true$ if and only if $d$ is in the sub-tree rooted at $q_i$. Such a service can be implemented, e.g., by having every node, starting at the leaves, periodically notify its parent in the tree about all its known decedents. This may be either by reporting the entire list of decedents, or by passing the corresponding Bloom filter tables [9]. Thus, the local invocation of the method $\text{InSubtree}(d, q_i)$ can be evaluated very efficiently and without any additional communication. Of course, when the network is very mobile, this service might return stale information. Thus, the above implementation is reasonable for an environment where mobility happens at walking speeds, but is not suitable for inter-vehicular networks.
A common part in all our protocols is that they assume that nodes can efficiently discover the path that goes along the tree edges between every pair of nodes \( s \) and \( d \). Specifically, the idea is that every node \( s \) wishing to send a message to \( d \) for the first time, when the path to \( d \) is still not known, propagates a \texttt{find-tree-path} message \( m \) up the tree until it reaches the common ancestor of both \( s \) and \( d \). From that point on, \( m \) traverses down the tree until it reaches the destination \( d \). Moreover, \( m \) records the list of nodes it has passed through in the tree. When \( d \) receives \( m \), it replies with a \texttt{path-found} message \( m' \), which is accompanied with the reverse path \( P \) that was found by \( m \), and is propagated according to \( P \). When \( m' \) reaches \( s \), then \( s \) stores \( P \) and uses it as an initial path for all communication with \( d \). Given the function \texttt{InSubtree()} we assumed in Section 3.2, the ideas above can be easily accomplished as listed in Figure 4.1.

Note that the cost of finding such a path along tree edges is relatively small. The number of messages sent is linear with the length of this path. Thus, throughout the rest of this section we assume the existence of an initial path like the one we described above. We concentrate on improving such paths if the communication between the corresponding nodes merits further investment in optimizing the path length.

### 4.1 The Spanning Tree (ST) Protocol

The first protocol we explore, which we nickname ST, always uses the tree path that is discovered by the algorithm in Figure 4.1. In other words, ST simply invokes the \texttt{sendSpanningTree}(\( s, d, msg \)) method for each message. The advantage of this protocol is that once a tree is built, it does not waste any messages on path searching. Its only cost comes from the fact that messages are sent along sub-optimal paths.

To get a feel for the behavior of this simple protocol and to motivate the rest of this work, we have conducted the following simple experiment using the SWANS/JIST simulator. We created random networks of 512 nodes in which one arbitrarily chosen node \( s \) sends a message to every other node, in some random order, and then \( s \) repeats this process iteratively for a given number of times. We then record the total accumulative number of transmissions from the beginning of the simulation until the end of each
FindInitialPath(s,d)
  HandleTreePathSearch(s,d,\{p\})

HandleTreePathSearch(s,d,P)
  P := P + my_id;
  if my_id = d then
    send <path-found,P> to last node in P
  else if (InSubtree(d,qi) = false) for all my children \{qi\} then
    send <find-tree-path,s,d,P> to my parent in the tree
  else
    let qi be my child for which InSubtree(d,qi) = true;
    send <find-tree-path,s,d,P> to qi
  endif

Upon receiving a <find-tree-path,s,d,P> message do
  HandleTreePathSearch(s,d,P)
enddo

Upon receiving a <path-found,P> message do
  if my_id is the first identifier in P then
    invoke PathFound(s,d,P)
  else
    let next := the node identifier before my_id in P;
    send <path-found,P> to next
  endif
enddo

Figure 4.1: Finding an Initial Path Between s and d
iteration. The results, which are an average of 10 runs each, are illustrated in Figure 4.2 (in the case of ST, it includes the cost of the tree maintenance).

As can be seen, when the iteration number is lower than 80, ST generates fewer message. This indicates that when a pair of nodes do not communicate very frequently, at least before a major network configuration change, then ST is more effective than DSR. As the frequency of communication increases, DSR becomes better. The reason is that DSR initially pays a high price for the search flood that it performs in order to find the shortest path. However, once the shortest path has been found, it only pays a minimal cost of the shortest path for each additional application message. In contrast, ST does not spend any effort in trying to find a good path, and thus its initial cost is 0, but its per message cost is higher, since it routes messages over sub-optimal paths.

Of course, the results of the above test should be taken with a grain of salt. This is because, in practice, we do not know ahead of time which pairs of nodes will communicate frequently. We have chosen one specific communication pattern in this experiment, and we are ignoring here several other issues that affects the number of times a certain route will be used like mobility and timeout on routes. However, it does suggest that there is a good potential for reducing the communication load by utilizing the spanning tree, which is what we explore below.

4.2 The Hybrid Protocol (HYB)

When considering Figure 4.2, ideally we would like to find a protocol that behaves like ST when nodes communicate rarely, and like DSR when the communication is frequent.
local variables at each node

\( R_{T_{sd}} \) // the spanning tree route from \( s \) to \( d \)
\( R_{sd} \leftarrow \phi \) // the optimal route from node \( s \) to \( d \) (if known)
\( \text{count}_{sd} \leftarrow 0 \) // the number of times \( s \) has routed to \( d \)

\[
\text{sendHybrid}(s,d,\text{msg})
\]
if \( R_{sd} \neq \phi \) then
\[
\text{sendDsR}(s,d,\text{msg})
\]
else if \( \text{count}_{sd} > \frac{N}{|R_{T_{sd}}|} \) then // this expression approximates \( c/w \) and is explained in the text
\[
\text{sendDsR}(s,d,\text{msg})
\]
else
\[
\text{sendSpanningTree}(R_{T_{sd}}, \text{count}_{sd})
\]
endif

Figure 4.3: The Hybrid (HYB) Scheme

enough to justify the cost of a flood search. The simplest idea, which we call Hybrid (HYB), is to use ST initially, and then switch to DSR if the accumulative cost is high enough.

We can use here an analogy from the well studied ski-rentals problem [29]. In this problem, a person who is starting to take ski lessons has to decide whether to buy the ski equipment or to rent it. Renting once is cheaper than buying, but there is a per usage charge. Conversely, after purchasing the equipment, each additional usage is free. The problem is that this person does not know whether he will like skiing, and therefore does not know how often he will use the ski equipment. It turns out that the best on-line strategy for this problem is to rent the equipment until the accumulating cost of renting is as high as buying, and then to buy the equipment [29].

In HYB we have an analogous problem, and therefore we would like to use the same solution. That is, ST is similar to the renting strategy, while DSR is similar to the purchasing strategy. Thus, in HYB we start by using ST. Once a given tree route is utilized often enough so that the accumulative cost for this path is similar to what DSR would have “paid”, we switch to a DSR-like flood search, as illustrated in Figure 4.3. Yet, to realize this scheme, we need a mechanism that can determine the cost of using ST compared to DSR. We describe such a mechanism below.

Formally, our goal is to detect whether on the \( n^{th} \) usage of a tree route \( R_T \) we have accumulated a transmission overhead that is equal to the transmission cost of a flood search. To do this, we first need to estimate the overhead \( w \) accumulated by each usage of \( R_T \) and the cost \( c \) of a flood that will discover an alternative optimal route. HYB switches from ST to a flood based route discovery when \( n \geq c/w \). We denote the length of a route \( R_T \) by \( |R_T| \).

The overhead induced by the use of a tree route \( R_T \) rather than an optimal route \( R \) is \( w = |R_T| - |R| \). As we do not know \( R \) ahead of time, we estimate \( |R| \) as \( |R_T|/\left(|R_T|/|\bar{R}| \right) = \frac{|R_T|}{\bar{R}} \) where \( \bar{R} \) is the expected average optimal path length and \( |\bar{R}| \) is the expected
average tree length (so $\rho$ is the estimated ratio between an average tree route and an average optimal route). Hence, the expected value for $w = |R_T| - |R| \approx |R_T| - \frac{|R_x|}{\rho} = |R_T| \cdot (1 - 1/\rho)$. $\rho$ can be obtained empirically by experiments or set by some heuristic. Our measurements show that $\rho \approx 2$, this could be expected since if we assume that an average optimal route between two arbitrary nodes $s$ and $d$, is of length $\delta$, then the average optimal route length between $s$, $d$ and their common ancestor $r$ is $\delta$ as well. Thus, the ratio between the tree route and the optimal route is $\frac{2\delta}{\delta} = 2$. This observation is not affected by the network size or its density. Finally, since flooding the network implies a broadcast by each node we choose $c$ to be $N$.

4.3 The Hybrid Tree-Bounded Protocol (HYB_TB)

The next protocol we consider is the Hybrid Tree-Bounded protocol (HYB_TB). This protocol works like HYB, except that when we apply the flood search for finding the shortest path, the flood is restricted to the smallest common sub-tree that includes both the sender and the receiver. The rational is that if the network is well connected and uniformly distributed, then with high probability there is a path between any source $s$ and any destination $d$ that passes entirely through their common sub-tree, and is either a shortest path between them or very close to being the shortest. On the other hand, by restricting the floods to the common sub-tree, we can save many useless search messages.

As part of our basic assumptions on hybrid networks, each node $x$ knows a route $\varphi_x$ from itself to the spanning tree root. In particular, $\varphi_x$ contains the roots of all sub-trees that include $x$. Considering now a flood search from a node $s$ to a node $d$ bounded to the sub-tree of their common ancestor $r$. Only nodes $x$ for which $r \in \varphi_x$ will participate in the search. Furthermore, a node $x$ will participate in the search only if its depth, $h(x)$, satisfies $h(r) \leq h(x) \leq h(s) + h(d) - h(r)$. We assumed in 3.2 that the spanning tree is built such that if nodes $x$ and $y$ are within transmission range of each other then $|h(x) - h(y)| \leq 1$. Thus, any monotonic route, i.e., a route that either only ascends through the tree or only descends through the tree, is a shortest route between $s$ and $d$. Hence, any route that goes beyond these boundaries will be longer or equal to the tree route. This is because such a route traverses more tree levels than the length of the tree route. Figure 4.4 exemplifies this.

In considering the pseudo-code of HYB_TB, as mentioned above, the discovery of optimal routes relies on a flood that is bounded to the sub-tree of the source and the destination. The details appear in Figure 4.5.

4.4 The Hybrid-Iterative Protocol (HYB_ITR)

Our next protocol is a refinement of HYB. That is, in HYB, we wait until the cost of using ST is the same as DSR, and only then we utilize a flood search for finding a shortest path. The idea in the Hybrid-Iterative protocol (HYB_ITR) is to apply the same principles of HYB, but in a gradual manner. That is, in each iteration $n$, if the expected cost of using
Figure 4.4: Bounding the Search Depth in HYB_{TB}

ST $n$ times is already as high as performing a limited flood search with TTL=$t$, for some $t$, and we have not issued a flood search for this path with TTL=$t$ before, then we issue a corresponding flood search (with TTL=$t$). A pseudo-code description of this protocol appears in Figure 4.6.

As in HYB, the protocol needs to detect whether on the $n^{th}$ usage of a tree route $R_T$ we have accumulated a transmission overhead that is equal to the transmission cost of a flood search bounded by TTL=$t$. As before, we estimate $w$ to be $|R_T| \cdot (1 - \rho)$. A flood with TTL=$t$ implies a broadcast of all nodes within $t - 1$ hops from the source, or from a geometric perspective, all nodes of distance less than or equal to $(t - 1)R$ from the source, where $R$ is the transmission radius. To that end the cost of a flood with TTL=$t$ is denoted $c(t) \approx \frac{\pi (R(t-1))^2}{A^2} N$, where $A$ is the the dimension of the square that bounds the network.

### 4.5 The Hybrid Shortcut Protocol (HYB_{SC})

Our last protocol is a combination of ideas from HYB_{TB} and HYB_{ITR}. Specifically, in HYB_{SC}, we try to look for shortcuts inside the common sub-tree of $s$ and $d$ using limited floods. Each flood can only propagate inside the common sub-tree, and is limited by a TTL which is computed in the same way as in HYB_{ITR}. Moreover, rather than only searching for a path from $s$ to $d$, here we are looking for any possible shortcut for the tree-based path between $s$ and $d$. Moreover, based on the depth of the common sub-tree between $s$ and $d$ and the TTL value $k$, we decide in what parts of the tree we are likely to find such shortcuts, and further restrict the flood to propagate only in that part of the sub-tree.

Specifically, HYB_{SC} initiates the flood search similarly to HYB_{TB}. However, in HYB_{SC} it is not the source node that initiates the flood. Instead, the source node detecting that it is time to trigger a flood with TTL=$t$ piggybacks that information on the routed message and sends it along the tree route. When the message is processed by a tree route node $x$ that precedes the sub-tree root by $t$ hops, then $x$ initiates a flood with $TTL = t$. Furthermore, the flood is bounded to the depth of $h(x) \pm \log(t)$. We expect tree shortcuts to mainly have a horizontal orientation and therefore force the floods to expand...
local variables at each node

\[ R_{T,sd} \] // the spanning tree route from \( s \) to \( d \)
\[ R_{sd} \leftarrow \phi \] // the optimal route from node \( s \) to \( d \) (if known)
\[ count_{sd} \leftarrow 0 \] // the number of times \( s \) has routed to \( d \)
\[ root_{sd} \] // the common ancestor of \( s \) and \( d \) in the spanning tree
\[ \varphi \] // the route from this node to the spanning tree root

sendHybridTreeBounded(\( s, d, msg \))

if \( R_{sd} \neq \phi \) then
  sendDsr(\( s, d, msg \))
else
  if \( count_{sd} > \frac{N}{\left| R_{T,sd} \right| (1 - \rho)} \) then // this expression approximates \( c/w \) and is explained in the text
    treeFloodRouteDiscovery(\( s, d, \left| R_{T,sd} \right| \))
  endif
  sendSpanningTree(\( R_{T,sd}, count_{sd} \))
endif

treeFloodRouteDiscovery(\( s, d, ttl \)) // start a tree bounded flood search

\[ \text{minDepth} = h(root_{sd}) \]
\[ \text{maxDepth} = h(s) + h(d) - h(root_{sd}) \]
\[ \text{send}(\text{treeFloodRouteRequest} < s, d, \text{minDepth}, \text{maxDepth}, \{ s \} >) \]

handleTreeFloodRouteRequest(\( s, d, ttl, root, \text{minDepth}, \text{maxDepth}, \text{recordRoute} \))

if \( root \in \varphi \land \text{minDepth} \leq \text{myDepth} \leq \text{maxDepth} \) then
  if \( d = \text{myId} \) then
    send(\text{treeFloodRouteResponse} < s, d, \text{recordRoute} \cup \{ \text{myId} \}, \text{reverse} \text{recordRoute} >)
  else if \( ttl > 0 \) then
    recordRoute \leftarrow \text{recordRoute} \cup \{ \text{myId} \}
    send(\text{treeFloodRouteRequest} < s, d, \text{ttl} - 1, r, \text{minDepth}, \text{maxDepth}, \{ s \} >)
  endif
endif

handleTreeFloodRouteResponse(\( s, d, \text{routeResponse}, \text{sourceRoute} \))

if \( s = \text{myId} \) then
  \[ R_{sd} \leftarrow \text{routeResponse} \]
elseif \( \text{sourceRoute}[0] = \text{myId} \) then
  send(\text{treeFloodRouteResponse} < s, d, \text{routeResponse}, \text{sourceRoute} \setminus \text{sourceRoute}[0] >)
endif

Figure 4.5: The Hybrid Tree-Bounded (HYB_TB) Scheme
local variables at each node

\( R_{T_{sd}} \) // the spanning tree route from \( s \) to \( d \)
\( R_{sd} \leftarrow \phi \) // the optimal route from node \( s \) to \( d \) (if known)
\( \text{count}_{sd} \leftarrow 0 \) // the number of time \( s \) has routed to \( d \)
\( \text{TTL}_{sd} \leftarrow 1 \) // the TTL of the next flood to be initiated at \( s \) seeking a shortest route to \( d \)

\[
\text{sendHybridItrative}(s,d,msg)
\]

if \( R_{sd} \neq \phi \) then
    \[
    \text{sendDsr}(s,d,msg)
    \]
else
    if \( \text{count}_{sd} > \frac{c(TTL_{sd})}{|R_{T_{sd}}| (1 - \frac{2}{\pi})} \) then // recall that \( c(t) = \frac{\pi[R(t-1)]^2}{A^2} N \)
        \[
        \text{floodRouteDiscovery}(s,d,TTL_{sd})
        \]
        \[
        \text{TTL}_{sd} := 2 \cdot \text{TTL}_{sd}
        \]
        \[
        \text{endif}
        \]
        \[
        \text{sendSpanningTree}(R_{T_{sd}}, \text{count}_{sd})
        \]
    endif
endif

Figure 4.6: The Hybrid Iterative (HYB\_ITR) Scheme

horizontally, in order to save useless search messages. Yet, as the TTL grows, we allow more “vertical freedom” to increase the odds of finding shortcuts when seeking deeper in the tree. The idea here is that the longer the shortcut we are looking for, the higher the chances are that such a shortcut will span more levels in the tree. Figure 4.7 shows which nodes will initiate floods on the second, fourth and ninth attempts to shortcut a tree route and the depth boundaries of those floods. The detailed HYB\_SC protocol is listed in Figure 4.8.
local variables at each node
\[ R_{sd} \] // the spanning tree route from s to d
\[ count_{sd} \leftarrow 0 \] // the number of times s has routed to d
\[ root_{sd} \] // the common ancestor of s and d in the spanning tree
\[ level_{sd} \] // the tree level of the node that will initiate the next flood with TTL = level_{sd}

\begin{verbatim}
sendShortcuts(s,d,msg)
  i ← [index of root_{sd} in R_{sd}] - level_{sd}
  initiator = R_{sd}[i]
  maxDepth = h(initiator) + log(level_{sd})
  minDepth = h(initiator) - log(level_{sd})
  targets = \{α ∈ R_{sd} \mid minDepth ≤ h(α) ≤ maxDepth\}
  if count_{sd} ≥ \left\lceil \frac{c(\text{level}_{sd})}{|R_{sd}|(1-\frac{1}{2})}\right\rceil then // recall that c(t) = \frac{2^t[R(t-1)]^2}{A^2}N
    level_{sd} ← level_{sd} + 1
    sourceRoute(shortcutsMessage < R_{sd}, msg, initiator, maxDepth, minDepth, level_{sd}, root_{sd}, targets >)
  else
    sourceRoute(shortcutsMessage < R_{sd}, msg, ⊥, ⊥, ⊥, ⊥, ⊥, ⊥, ⊥, ⊥, ⊥ >)
  endif

handleShortcutsMessage(R, msg, initiator, maxDepth, minDepth, ttl, root, targets)
  q ← my_id
  foreach trg ∈ targets
    if R_{qd} ≠ φ ∧ |R_{qd}| < |R_{sd}| then // if q knows a shortcut to d, it applies it
      apply R_{qd}
    endif
  endfor
  if initiator = q then
    send(treeFloodRouteRequest < q, targets, ttl, root, minDepth, maxDepth, \{q\} >) // see Figure 4.5
  endif
\end{verbatim}

Figure 4.8: The Hybrid Shortcuts Scheme (HYB_SC)
Chapter 5

Simulations

We have compared all the above mentioned schemes to each other, as well as to DSR, and a variant of DSR, which we call DSR\_TB, in which the search process of DSR is bounded to the minimal common sub-tree of the source and destination. All simulations were carried with the SWANS/JIST simulator [1]. In all simulations, nodes were placed uniformly and randomly in the simulation area; the transmission range was set to $R = 200$ meters, the bandwidth to 54 MB/sec, and the simulation area to $A \times A \text{m}^2$, where $A = \left[\frac{\pi(R^2)N}{X\ln(N)}\right](X = 3)$, so for $N = 512$, $A = 1854.15$, and for $N = 1024$, $A = 2487.6$. This calculation of the size is based on the results of [18] for ensuring that the network will be connected with very high probability. SWANS emulate the 802.11 MAC protocol where nodes use two-ray ground radio propagation model, which also accounts for distortions and collisions. In these experiments, we compared the overhead in terms of total number of message transmitted under different communication patterns. In all tree-based scheme, this number includes the cost of constructing the tree. All the results that we present are an average of 10 runs.

A known extension to DSR called “Expanding Ring” gradually increases the size of the flood search radius in the route discovery routine instead of immediately flooding the whole network. This results with better performance in terms of number of transmissions at the expense of larger delay times. Hence, when comparing our protocols to DSR in terms of number of transmissions we apply the expanding ring extension and when comparing delay times we do not apply the extension. Thus, we always measure against the better version of DSR with respect to the property being measured. See Section 5.3 and Appendix A for more details.

5.1 Single Sender

In the first experiment we conducted, first, a node is randomly chosen from a set of 512 nodes. Then, the chosen node iteratively performs the following: in each iteration, it sends one message to each other node in the system. We have measured the total accumulated number of transmissions in the system at the end of each iteration. The results are plotted in Figure 5.1 (and the zoomed-in view on the first iterations in Figure 5.2).
Figure 5.1: Accumulative Transmission Cost in the One Sender Experiment
Figure 5.2: One Sender Experiment – Zooming In on the First Iterations
DSR is initially worse than the other schemes, but as the iteration number increases, DSR becomes relatively better. As discussed above, the reason is that DSR initially pays a high price to find the best route, but once this route is found, DSR pays an additional minimal additive cost, since from that point on it always utilizes the shortest path. The other schemes pay a small initial price, but their penalty on each iteration, for using a sub-optimal path, is higher than DSR. Also, the gradient of the schemes HYB and HYB_ITR eventually becomes the same as the one of DSR. This means that they eventually find the shortest path. In the case of DSR-TB, HYB_TTB, and HYB_SC, the ultimate gradient is slightly worse, meaning that in a few cases (the graphs show the cumulative numbers), these schemes failed to find the optimal path. An interesting observation is the good performance of DSR_TB, which until iteration number 265 is better than all the other schemes. Notice that the communication pattern used in this experiment is helpful for DSR-like protocols. The reason for this is that DSR remembers paths; if a sender $s$ knows the path to some node $d_1$, and $d_2$ is an intermediate node on this path, then whenever $s$ wishes to send a message to $d_2$, then $s$ uses the corresponding prefix from the path it knows to $d_1$. In this test we have a single sender sending messages sequentially to all other nodes. Hence, many of the paths are already known at the time of sending, since they are prefixes of paths that were discovered previously.

Figure 5.1 represents a specific communication pattern. Still, it gives a feel for which protocol is preferable if we know the exact number of times a route will be used before it is broken.

### 5.2 All-to-All Communication

**Uniform Distribution:** In the second experiment, a subset of the nodes (participants) is picked at random. From this subset of nodes, we repeatedly randomly pick a pair of
nodes using uniform distribution, and then have one of the nodes send a message to the other node. For a given number of participants $P$, we repeat this procedure $P^3$ times, and measure the total number of messages. We conducted this test both when the total number of nodes is 512 and the number of participants is 128 and when the number of nodes is 1024 and the number of participants is 80 (Figure 5.3).

**Heavy Tailed Distribution:** Our third experiment is similar to the second, except that the pair of nodes that communicate each time is chosen using a heavy-tailed Zipf-like distribution. Hence, in this case, a few nodes communicate very often, while the rest communicate rarely. The results are reported in Figure 5.4.

**Normal Distribution:** Our last experiment is the same as the previous two, but using normal distribution. The results are listed in Figure 5.5.

**Discussion:** By looking at the graphs, we can observe several phenomena. First, the performance of the various schemes is highly affected by the communication pattern and the ratio between the overall network and the number of participating nodes.

For example, DSR behaves better when the percentage of participants is higher. This can be explained by a combination of several optimizations in DSR: First, the reuse of paths, as discussed before. As the number of participants becomes larger, it increases the chances of being able to reuse paths. In particular, when a search request for a destination $d$ reaches a node $e$ that already knows a path to $d$, then $e$ replies with this path, which truncates the flood, especially since DSR also uses an expanding ring search. Additionally, DSR behaves better with uniform distribution. This is because in heavy-tailed distributions, a large number of process pairs communicate rarely. For these nodes, DSR pays the heavy cost of a flood search without the reward of repeated usage.
Second, the simple ST protocol behaves relatively better when the proportional number of participants is small. In fact, in the uniform distribution with 80 participates out of 1024, ST was the second best protocol. In this settings, paths are rarely used, and thus the gain of using the shortest path does not make up for the cost of the flood searches. In the heavy-tailed distribution ST suffers from the fact that some paths are used very frequently, so the accumulated cost that ST pays on these paths is relatively high.

The HYB scheme works very well in the heavy-tailed distribution, given its adaptive nature. Yet, in uniform distribution, it suffers from the fact that most paths are used a large enough number of times to merit the flood search right from the start. For this reason, in the uniform distribution, HYB_ITR is better, as it starts searching for optimal paths sooner than HYB. Conversely, HYB_ITR is slightly worse than HYB in the heavy-tailed distribution because it often initiates (limited) floods when the utilization of the path is not sufficient to justify it.

The DSR_TB protocol performed much better than the DSR protocol in most cases. As we were using uniformly random placement of the nodes, a path that is either the shortest or very close to the shortest is very likely to be bounded inside the common sub-tree of every sender and every receiver. Hence, by bounding the search this area, DSR_TB can always find a short path with a greatly reduced overhead. Interestingly, in the case of HYB_TB, the benefits compared to HYB were much smaller. This is simply because HYB was already better than DSR in most scenarios.

The results of the normal distribution are overall similar to the uniform distribution. Yet, the optimized schemes (HYB, HYB_TB, HYB_ITR, and HYB_SC) perform a little better with the normal distribution compared to their performance with the uniform distribution. This is expected, since in this experiment, most routes are utilized enough to justify floods for finding an optimal path. Yet, in the normal distribution some routes are not, which is where the optimized schemes benefit.

Finally, HYB_SC came out as the most promising scheme overall. In almost all of the
scenarios it was the best, and in one case it came out second best by a negligible margin. This scheme adapts best its costs to the communication pattern, and therefore behaves better than the others.

5.3 Route Discovery Delays

Aside from evaluating our protocols in terms of number of transmissions, we also measured the route discovery delay time. As all protocols are based on a tree route known a-priori, we measured, by simulation, the delay time of the route discovery procedure shown in 4.1 and compared it with the flood based route discovery delay time of DSR. We found that when DSR is invoked without the expanding ring optimization, the tree based route discovery is on average about 17 times faster then DSR. When the expanding ring optimization of DSR is utilized, this ratio increases to 70.

As for the hybrid schemes, the first route is found with the delay time of ST. Further improvements occur in the background based on the path utilization frequency and do not delay the communication. Furthermore, a single improvement trial is clearly bounded by the delay of DSR, and can even be less if applied gradually.

Notice that flood based route discovery procedures propagate a route request through the network using broadcasts. In order to avoid the known *Broadcast storm effect*, a broadcast jitter randomly delays the retransmission of the query and therefore the procedure is delayed. Since the tree based route discovery procedure uses point to point communication, no such jitter mechanism is necessary, so no random artificial delay is required. Consequently, the overall delay is shorter and more predictable as can be seen in figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6: Route Discovery Delay of ST vs. DSR (without expanding ring)
Chapter 6

Competative Analysis

In all the protocols described in section 4 above, the amount of effort to find a path between two nodes depends on its popularity. Moreover, a route length monotonically improves with its utilization to decrease transmission overhead. An off-line hypothetic protocol that knows a-priori how many times a certain route will be used can prede-termine weather to invest in discovering an optimal route, or to be satisfied with a sub optimal route absorbing the per usage transmission overhead. In this section we perform a competitive analysis of some of the online hybrid protocols we proposed against such a hypothetical off-line adversary protocol. This is done under the assumption that we can estimate the difference between the optimal route and tree route accurately.

Consider the task of discovering a route $R$ from node $s$ to node $d$ and routing along it $n$ times. We assume that if $R$ is optimal, it can be discovered by a flood search in the network with a cost $F$. Once $R$ is discovered, its per usage cost (for the purpose of the competitive analysis) is zero. However, if $R$ is a tree route, its discovery cost is zero and its per usage cost is $w$. The adversary is given the power to chose $n$ and a routing strategy. Notice that there is no sense for an adversary to apply a strategy that routes both on a tree route and an optimal route; an off-line strategy that eventually floods the network for an optimal route might as well do it right on the start. Thus, we can let the adversary protocol $A$, run two off-line instances, $A_{st}$ which routes only along the tree route with an accumulative cost $nw$ and $A_{dsr}$ which runs only on the optimal route with an accumulative cost $F$. For each instance, $n$ is chosen to maximize the competitive ratio between the off-line instance’s accumulative cost and the online protocol’s accumulative cost.

We now examine the competitive ratio of HYB. Recall that HYB routs along the tree rout for $k = \frac{F}{w}$ times and then pays $F$ to switch to optimal path routing. If the adversary uses $A_{st}$, then we get a competitive ratio of 1 for $n < k$ and a competitive ratio of 2 for $n \geq k$. Alternatively, if the adversary uses $A_{dsr}$, the competitive ratio is $\frac{nw}{F} < 1$ for $n < k$ and 2 for $n \geq k$. Thus, in the worst case, the competitive ratio between the online protocol HYB and the off-line adversary protocol $A$ is 2. This fits well with the result of the on-line ski rental problem [29] which also shows that setting $k = \frac{F}{w}$ is optimal.

We now turn our attention to HYB-ITR. We assume that the optimal path discovery mechanism performs limited scope flooding of the network with exponentially expanding
TTLs [26]. Thus, \( F = f_0 + f_1 + ... + f_k \) where \( f_i \) is the cost of a flood with TTL= \( 2^i \). The strategy of HYB\_ITR is to use the tree route while carrying the \( i_{th} \) flood whenever the accumulated cost reaches \( f_i \) for some \( i \) and when the optimal route is found on the \( k_{th} \) flood it starts routing along it. As we already mentioned above, the accumulated cost of \( A_{dsr} \) is constant and equals \( F \). Thus, the worst ratio between HYB\_ITR and \( A_{dsr} \) is achieved when the route is used a sufficient number of times so that HYB\_ITR executes all the \( k \) iterations necessary to find the optimal route. The ratio obtained is then \( \frac{\sum_{0 \leq i \leq k} f_i + f_k}{f_k} = \frac{F + f_k}{f_k} \). On the other hand, \( A_{st} \) always uses the tree route. HYB\_ITR too starts by using the tree route, so until it finds the optimal route, its accumulative cost is the cost of \( A_{st} \) plus the accumulated cost of the limited floods it performs. Hence, the worst case competitive ratio of HYB\_ITR and \( A_{st} \) is also achieved when the route is used a sufficient number of times so HYB\_ITR executes all the \( k \) floods necessary to find the optimal route. In this case, the ratio obtained is \( \frac{\sum_{0 \leq i \leq k} f_i + f_k}{f_k} = \frac{F + f_k}{f_k} \).

Notice that \( \frac{F}{f_k} \) is actually the ratio between the number of transmissions used to carry all floods \( f_0, f_1, ..., f_k \) and the number of transmissions used to carry only the last flood \( f_k \). The cost of each such flood is linear with the number of nodes participating in that flood. Since we assume nodes are placed uniformly in the network, the cost of the \( i_{th} \) flood is given by \( \frac{\pi(2^i R)^2}{N} \cdot C \) where \( R \) is a node’s transmission range, \( N \) is the total number of nodes in the network and \( C \) is some constant representing the transmission cost incurred by each node participating in the flood. We get that \( f_i = f_0 4^i \) and thus \( \frac{F}{f_k} = \frac{\sum_{0 \leq i \leq k} f_i}{f_k} = \frac{\sum_{0 \leq i \leq k} f_0 4^i}{f_0 4^k} = \frac{\sum_{0 \leq i \leq k} 4^i}{4^k} = 4^{i+1} - 1 \cdot 3 \cdot 4^k \approx \frac{4}{3} \). Based on this analysis, we can conclude that the worst case ratio of HYB\_ITR and \( A_{dsr} \) is \( \frac{F + f_k}{f_k} = 1 + \frac{4}{3} \) and the worst case ratio of HYB\_ITR and \( A_{st} \) is \( \frac{F + f_k}{f_k} = 1 + \frac{4}{3} = 2 + \frac{4}{3} \). Thus, HYB\_ITR achieves a competitive ratio of \( 2 + \frac{4}{3} \).
Chapter 7

Discussion and Conclusions

In this thesis we have presented several schemes whose goal is to reduce the overhead of finding a path between two nodes in a hybrid network. This is by utilizing a spanning tree from the access point to all other nodes in its transitive transmission range. Generally speaking, the performance of the various methods depends on the communication pattern, and in particular on the discrepancy between the popularity of the various paths. Yet, one scheme, HYBSC, performed overall better than the others.

7.1 Beyond Hybrid Networks

The motivation for our work comes from hybrid networks, in which we assumed a spanning tree from the access point to mobile nodes in its transitive transmission range will be maintained in any case. Clearly, the techniques can be applied to any ad-hoc network by picking an arbitrary node to be the root and building a spanning tree from this node to all others. In such cases, the cost of building and maintaining the spanning tree has to be accounted for in the formal analysis (recall that the simulations include in any case the cost of building a tree). Notice, however, that the communication cost of maintaining a tree, at least in networks in which the mobility is mainly due to walking and running, is very similar to the cost of route maintenance in protocols like AODV. In both cases, the maintenance cost is mainly due to periodic sending of heartbeat messages between direct neighbors, and maybe piggybacking on these messages additional control information. Estimating the impact of such background periodic traffic in a formal competitive analysis ratio model is a significant challenge.

7.2 Mobility

Our simulations investigated the behavior of the different protocols in periods of topological stability. However, due to mobility of nodes, the topology of the ad-hoc part of the network might change, causing routes between nodes to break. The protocols described previously can be naturally extended to support nodes mobility by overcoming routes breakups. First, the spanning tree must be maintained in the face of topology changes.
This can be achieved relatively cheaply by having nodes exchange heartbeats with their parents and having the tree root periodically propagating a beam message down all the tree branches letting orphan nodes obtain a new parent. Second, broken routes should be discovered and replaced. This can be done, e.g., with common techniques that are also in use in DSR [26]. Specifically, a hop by hop acknowledgement is needed so routing on a broken route can be discovered and nodes can be informed. The route can either be repaired locally or replaced with a rediscovered route. Since the tree is continuously maintained, no complete rediscovery is needed in this case.

Moreover, when nodes apply the incremental strategies described at Section 4, then in fact routing between rapidly moving nodes is always done over the spanning tree, refraining from vainly flooding the network. On the other hand, routing between stationary nodes is done on shortest paths. In particular, with HYBSC, the length of the route being utilized between any two nodes would be inversely proportional to these nodes mobility rates. HYBSC also offers redundancy in the sense that while one shortcut may break, a different shortcut might still be valid so the route quality does not degrade drastically when a specific shortcut breaks.
Appendix A

On The Impact of Expanding Ring in DSR

As mentioned in Section 5, we have applied the expanding ring extension to the DSR implantation used in the simulations. That is, in the simulations, DSR’s route discovery routine starts its flood search with a radius of one hop and multiply that radius by two until the target is found. We performed another set of simulations, whose results can be seen in figure A.1, which shows that DSR performs slightly better, in terms of message overhead, when invoked with the expanding ring extension. Each experiment consists of $N$ nodes, out of which a subset $P$ of nodes learns routes among each other. We conducted the experiment for $N = 512, P = 32$ and $N = 1024, P = 64$, taking the average of 10 simulations. As can be seen, without using the expanding ring extension, DSR performs worse by 6.5% for the 512 nodes network and by 7.7% for the 1024 nodes network.
Figure A.1: Impact of Expanding Ring on DSR
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1.6 השפעת DSR על EXPANDING RING
I, therefore, propose a new method for calculating the problem of finding a path in Ad Hoc Networking, based on the following observations:

1. The number of available channels in the network is limited, and this limitation affects the efficiency of communication.
2. The network topology is constantly changing, which makes it difficult to maintain a stable connection.
3. The network is dynamic, and the nodes are mobile, which adds complexity.
4. The network is resource-constrained, and energy efficiency is a critical factor.

To address these challenges, I propose a novel routing protocol, called Dynamic Source Routing (DSR), which dynamically discovers and maintains routes between nodes.

In DSR, each node maintains a route cache for recently used routes. When a node needs to transmit data, it searches its route cache for an existing route to the destination. If a route is found, the data is transmitted along that route. If no route is found, the node broadcasts a route request packet to its neighbors, and the process is repeated recursively until a route is found or a timeout occurs.

DSR is a proactive protocol, which means that nodes proactively discover and maintain routes to all other nodes in the network. This allows for more efficient and reliable communication, especially in highly dynamic networks.

In addition to DSR, I also propose a hybrid network architecture, combining the advantages of both fixed and mobile networks. This hybrid network can adapt to the changing network conditions, providing a more robust and efficient communication solution.

Overall, my research highlights the importance of designing efficient and robust network protocols for mobile, dynamic networks, and suggests practical solutions to address the challenges associated with such networks.
Spanning Tree (ST) is a key protocol in computer networks, especially in wireless networks. It is used to establish a virtual topology called a spanning tree, which is a tree-like network that includes the maximum number of nodes connecting all nodes with the minimum possible number of hops. ST is particularly useful in ad-hoc networks where nodes move frequently and have limited computational power.

In ad-hoc networks, ST is often combined with other protocols to improve performance and efficiency. For example, DSR (Dynamic Source Routing) is another protocol that is often used in conjunction with ST. DSR allows nodes to dynamically discover and maintain routes to other nodes in the network. This can be done using either unicast or multicast traffic.

The Hybrid Protocol (HYB) combines elements of both ST and DSR. HYB is designed to provide a balance between the advantages of each protocol. It uses ST to establish a tree-like network and DSR to maintain and route data packets.

The Hybrid Tree Bound Protocol (HYB_TB) is a specific variant of HYB that focuses on optimizing the tree structure. It tries to minimize the number of hops between nodes while maintaining a good balance with the DSR protocol.

The Hybrid ITR Protocol (HYB_ITR) is another variant of HYB that uses an iterative approach to build the tree. It is designed to be more efficient in terms of energy consumption and latency.

The Hybrid Shortcut Protocol (HYB_SCR) is a protocol that can be used to quickly build a tree and then switch to HYB_ITR or HYB_TB for further optimization.

Overall, the combination of ST and DSR provides a powerful framework for building and maintaining efficient communication networks in ad-hoc environments.
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